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angela naoni mobile videos q: has java ever been a good development
tool? you know, i used to use java heavily back in the day, but i slowly
grew away from it and now i don't even look at it. but i still remember

java from the time when it was cool. i remember that it ran on
computers, phones, consoles and even bigscreen tvs. it was everywhere,
including tvs and phones. but as time moved on, people realized that it
can't be a good language or environment to develop serious software

for, and that it may be a stepping stone to other, more productive,
languages like c/c++. it started to be used less and less. i believe it was
mostly used for scripting languages. i'm curious about the status of java
today. did it fade away, or has it been used successfully in production?
a: in addition to scripting languages like perl and tcl, many products on
the internet are written in java (e.g. web servers, news readers, etc). a:

as a language, java is easy and cheap to learn, but then you have to pay
for its libraries. these are normally paid for up front in your contract with
your employer. and then there's the maintenance costs, which can make

it expensive. so java is a reasonable choice for a small project, but it's
not a language for a big project, because of the cost of ownership.
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